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ABSTRACT

Automatic phonemic transcription tools now reach high levels of accuracy on a single speaker with relatively small amounts of training data: on the order of 100 to 250 minutes of transcribed speech. Beyond its practical usefulness for language documentation, use of automatic transcription also yields some insights for phoneticians. The present report illustrates this by going into qualitative error analysis on two test cases, Yongning Na (Sino-Tibetan) and Tsuut’ina (Dene). Among other benefits, error analysis allows for a renewed exploration of phonetic detail: examining the output of phonemic transcription software compared with spectrographic and aural evidence. From a methodological point of view, the present report is intended as a case study in Computational Language Documentation: an interdisciplinary approach that associates fieldworkers (“diversity linguists”) and computer scientists with phoneticians/phonologists.
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1. INTRODUCTION: PHONETICS AND AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

Speech recognition has progressed in recent years, but with less collaboration between computer scientists and linguists than one could wish for: improved performance is mostly gained by leveraging the power of new statistical tools and new hardware. A lot is nonetheless at stake in collaborations between linguists and specialists of Natural Language Processing. Hand-crafted features can be meaningfully integrated in deep learning [23], with more promising results than under an ‘end-to-end’ black-box approach (see also [10]). Interdisciplinary dialogue is as relevant in the age of machine learning as ever, and it can be argued that phoneticians are especially well-prepared for interdisciplinary work because phonetics is a highly interdisciplinary field, with strong ties to acoustics, physiology and computer modelling as well as to the humanities. This point is illustrated here by reporting on lessons learnt when using an automatic phoneme transcription tool, Persephone (/pərˈsɛfəni/) [1], which can build an effective single-speaker acoustic model on the basis of limited training data, on the order of 100 to 250 minutes of transcribed speech. Emphasis is not placed on the tool’s practical usefulness for language documentation [6, 18], but on opportunities that it offers for phonetic research.

2. METHOD

2.1. The automatic phonemic transcription method

The phonemic transcription tool used in this study implements a connectionist temporal classification model similar to that of [7]. Filterbank features (analogous to a spectrogram) are extracted from the waveform in overlapping 10ms frames. These are then fed into a multi-layer recurrent neural network which predicts the probability of a transcription symbol given the frame and its surrounding acoustic context. A key feature of this approach is that the model has no hard notion of phoneme or segment boundaries. Suprasegmental acoustic information can be captured by the neural network, which has the capacity to make predictions based on both immediate and long-ranging acoustic cues. The code and a link to documentation can be found at https://github.com/persephone-tools/persephone.

2.2. Cross-validation: creating ‘parallel-text’ versions to compare the linguist’s transcription with an automatically generated transcript

To compare manual transcripts with automatically generated transcripts, one of the transcribed texts is set aside, and an acoustic model is trained on the rest
of the corpus (the training set), then applied to the target text. This procedure, referred to technically as "cross-validation", was applied to each of the texts in turn.

2.3. Choice of qualitative analysis

It is common to perform quantitative evaluation of such models against a human reference transcription using phoneme error rate, as was done for Yongning Na in [1]. In this study, we complement such quantitative investigations with qualitative analysis of the errors. To facilitate this, we generated parallel-text files (in PDF format) with colour-coded inconsistencies between the manual transcriptions and the automatically generated transcripts, which we then homed in on for qualitative analysis.

3. YONGNING NA: HIGHLIGHTING THE ACOUSTIC SPECIFICITY OF LONG WORDS

Yongning Na is a Sino-Tibetan language of Southwest China [16]. A repository dedicated to Na data has a specific folder for materials related to Persephone: https://github.com/alexis-michaud/na/tree/master/Persephone. The complete set of 'parallel-text' versions of the twenty-seven Na narratives available to date is available in the folder 2018_08_StoryFoldCrossValidation. The various other materials of the present study (including the manual transcriptions) are also available for download from the same repository, following principles of Open Science (as advocated e.g. by [3]). The audio files with annotated transcriptions can be consulted online in the Pangloss Collection [14].

3.1. High error rate on a quadrisyllabic proper name: qualitative observations

An example of the parallel-text view is shown below, with highlighted differences between the linguist's transcription, in the first line, and the automatic transcription (the acoustic model's best hypothesis) in the second line. Glosses are provided in (1).

\[
\text{sentence 1: } \text{sentence 2:} \\
\text{s13}: \text{pæ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˩} \text{ʔ } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s14 (1st): } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s14 (2nd): } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s18: } \text{a } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s77: } \text{tʃʰ } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s105: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s106: } \text{i } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s107: } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s129: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s132: } \text{i } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{s147: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{reference: } \text{ɪ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S13}: \text{pæ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S14 (1st): } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S14 (2nd): } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S18: } \text{a } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S77: } \text{tʃʰ } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S105: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S106: } \text{i } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S107: } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S129: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S132: } \text{i } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{S147: } \text{æ } \text{tʃʰ } \text{u } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{reference: } \text{i } \text{tʃʰ } \text{e } \text{f } \text{u } \text{m } \text{ɹ̍˨˦} \text{m} \\
\text{Table 1: Automatic transcription of the eleven instances of the name ‘Erchei Ddeema’, /tʃʰɛiɻ̍˨˦m/} \\
\text{occurring in the narrative BuriedAlive2.} \\
\text{The first syllable, a syllabic approximant /ɪ/, is identified as a vowel in six cases, i.e. there is not enough acoustic evidence of retroflexion for identification as /ɻ̍˨˦/. (The initial p in S13 is not a surprising mistake: a hard onset – initial glottal stop – can be difficult to distinguish acoustically from p.) This syllable goes unnoticed in two examples where it follows the preceding vowel without a sharp acoustic discontinuity. Fig. 1 shows a spectrogram. A brief glottalized span is visible; it presumably contributes to signalling phrasing, as in various other languages [11, p. 3218]. This glottalization may be in part responsible for lack of detection of the [ɻ̍˨˦] despite the presence of hints such as a final decrease in the third formant.}

The vowel in the second syllable is identified as /u/ in a majority of cases. In Na, /u/ has an apical allophone after retroflex fricatives and affricates, i.e. /tʃʰu/ is realized as /tʃʰɻ̍˨˦/. Classification as /u/ instead of /e/ can therefore be interpreted as a case of hypo-articulation of the vowel: the tongue’s movement towards a [e] target is not as ample as in the statistically dominant pattern (as identified by the automatic transcription software). The tongue remains close to the configuration that it adopted for the consonant [tʃʰ], leading to the identification of
the syllable as [ʦʰz] (phonemically /ʦʰu/). Categorization of the vowel of the fourth syllable as /ɻ̍/ instead of /a/ is also interpreted as resulting from hypo-articulation.

The third syllable is least affected by misidentification, but its tone is systematically identified as Mid (˧) instead of Low (˨). Acoustically, the quadrissyllabic name's /L.M.L./ pattern is realized with higher $f_0$ values on the middle syllables (the third as well as the second) and somewhat lower $f_0$ values on the first and last syllables. This is reminiscent of word-level patterns found in polysyllabic languages, a similarity which allows us to proceed to an interpretation.

3.2. Interpretation of the findings

In Na, lexical roots are monosyllabic, following dramatic phonological erosion in the course of history [9]. These roots combine anew into disyllables through compounding and affixation, so that disyllables are widely attested, and combine, in turn, into longer words [15]. Words of four syllables or more make up about 6% of a 3,000-word lexicon [17] and their frequency of occurrence in the 27 texts is similar (5.5%). Quadrissyllables are thus marginal. This fact is held to be key to the errors shown in Table 1: the acoustic model tends to 'overfit' to the statistically common types (monosyllabic or disyllabic morphemes, with limited phonological material, and consequently articulated with precision), to the detriment of the less common types (long words, with enough phonological materials that some can be hypo-articulated with little threat to intelligibility). It should not come as a surprise to phoneticians with an interest in the typology of word structures and prosodic structures. But analysis of automatically generated transcriptions opens fresh perspectives for investigating the hierarchy of factors influencing allophonic variation. These factors are known to include the nature of the words (lexical words vs. function words); the extent to which function words are 'hypo-articulated' (weakened) varies across languages [4]. In Na, there is no conspicuous difference between function words and lexical words in terms of error rates in phonemic recognition; this observation (which remains to be quantified) suggests that the acoustic difference is relatively limited, in comparison with acoustic differences between words of different lengths. There is thus a hope of gaining typological insights into differences across languages in the relative importance of the various factors that contribute to allophonic variation.

From a practical point of view, these findings suggest that gains in accuracy can be obtained in future work by incorporating word boundary information in the training set. This information is present in the original data set, but had been removed when preprocessing the data to serve as training corpus.

4. TSUU'T’INA (DENE): REVEALING THE PHONEMIC VALIDITY OF AN ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST

Tsuut’ina, a Dene language spoken in southern Alberta, Canada, has been analyzed in previous descriptive linguistic studies as having four phonemic vowels, i, a, o, u (IPA: /ɪ a o u/) [13, 5]. Recent acoustic studies based on the speech of several first-language Tsuut’ina speakers have arrived at different conclusions as to the synchronic reality of this analysis, however, particularly concerning the independence of the low vowels /a/ and /ɒ/. Whereas [2] concludes that these four vowels are still distinct phonemes, even though the acoustic distance between /a/ and /ɒ/ is small, [20, 21] hypothesizes that these differences are instead allophonic realizations of a single low vowel phoneme (i.e., /ɒ/ when long or when short and appearing before a back consonant, and /a/ elsewhere). The close relationship that exists between these two vowels is reflected in metalinguistic observations of first-language speakers of Tsuut’ina, as well, who have reported that the apparent contrast between /a/ and /ɒ/ may be marginal and not consistently realized in all cases or by all speakers where it would be expected historically.

In the materials used in the present study, it thus was an open question whether or not this contrast was consistently present in a recognizable way in spontaneous speech. The materials used as a training set to create an acoustic model with Persephone nonetheless contain the distinction between /a/ and /ɒ/ (orthographic a and o), because the model trained for Tsuut’ina takes as input an orthographic repre-
sensation that is phonemic in orientation, not a string of IPA symbols. This presents an opportunity to explore the nature of this distinction further: if no consistent phonetic contrast was being made at all between /a/ and /ɒ/, then the statistical model would not be able to distinguish them consistently.

Interestingly, the acoustic model does a surprisingly good job of distinguishing the two hypothesized phonemes, /a/ and /ɒ/, both in short and long realizations. This can be interpreted as evidence that the speaker of Tsuut’ina represented in the audio materials still makes the distinction. It is not at all impossible that acoustic models could outperform linguists that are non-native speakers of the language they work on and who have difficulty hearing certain phonemic contrasts.

A methodological caveat is in order here. As explained in §2.1, the acoustic model takes context into account. It is theoretically possible that the neural network learnt to distinguish where to transcribe /a/ and /ɒ/ on the basis of context by using the text in the training data, rather than acoustic characteristics found in the signal. Thankfully, there is some evidence that speaks against that possibility here. If this contrast were allophonic and predictable from consonantal environment and vowel length, then one might expect the statistical model to struggle to distinguish /a/ and /ɒ/ in long vowels, where any phonetic contrast is reportedly neutralized [20]. But in the Tsuut’ina materials considered here, we find little conclusive evidence to suggest that segmental context is sufficient on its own to allow for the level of consistency in disambiguation that automatic phoneme recognition provides. In the case of long vowels, where phonetically grounded distinctions between these segments are reportedly minimized, we find /a/ and /ɒ/ appearing in the same segmental environments (e.g., word-finally after k’, as in k’oo /k’oo/ ‘recent’ vs. ch’ak’ua /tʃʰák’ua/ ‘rib’).

While this suggests that context alone cannot fully distinguish these vowels, it is still possible that the model may be learning the statistical distribution of these phonemes over segmental contexts from the textual training data and applying that information to the task of recognition (e.g., all other things being equal, returning /ɒ/ rather than /a/ in specific contexts where the former vowel is more frequent than the latter). The extent to which it does this has not been rigorously explored yet, and merits further attention in future research.

Use of automatic phonemic transcription thus has the side benefit of offering additional evidence on a difficult aspect of the Tsuut’ina phonemic system. The support that automatic phonemic transcription systems such as Persephone offer in distinguishing phonetically close segments such as these has further proven valuable in preparing new transcriptions of Tsuut’ina materials, providing phonetically grounded hypotheses against which the intuitions of contributing speakers and transcribers can be compared.

5. FUTURE WORK

The work reported here is still at an early stage. There are many topics to explore, and there is much testing to be done. One point that seems worth highlighting is the perspective of extracting knowledge from the acoustic model: attempting to retrieve knowledge from the acoustic models generated through machine learning. Machines follow procedures that differ from those of linguists, and reflections on these (statistical) procedures could help characterize phonemes in terms of their defining acoustic properties, going beyond the categorization allowed by the International Phonetic Alphabet symbols and diacritics: for instance, characterizing differences between phonemes transcribed as /i/ in different languages [22]. Varying the input and evaluating differences in the output (i.e. conducting ablation studies) is one way to assess the role of different types of information in the acoustic signal.

Due to the nature of the statistical models, known as ‘artificial neural-network models,’ it is not easy to retrieve knowledge from the model: spelling out which acoustic properties are associated with which phonemes. Software based on a neural-network architecture is generally used as a black box. But there is a growing area of research on devising methods to open the box in order to relate what the model predicts (in the case of Persephone: the phonemes, tones, and tone-group boundaries) to input variables that are readily interpretable, and which humans can make sense of [19, 8, 12]. The use of such methods has the potential to amplify the insights the tool of speech recognition technology can provide to the phonetic sciences.

6. CONCLUSION

The insights presented above constitute a side benefit of team work in the budding interdisciplinary field of Computational Language Documentation. One discipline’s ‘by-products’ can constitute relevant input for another, and what constitutes mere application in one field (such as development of a fine-tuned phonemic transcription tool) can open new research perspectives in another field.
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